
Online social networking tools are used around the world by people to ask their friends questions, because friends provide direct, reliable, 
contextualized, and interactive responses. However, although the tools used in different cultures for question asking are often very similar, 
the way they are used can be very different, reflecting unique inherent cultural characteristics. We present the results of a survey designed 
to elicit cultural differences in people’s social question asking behaviors across the United States, the United Kingdom, China, and India. The 
survey received responses from 933 people distributed across the four countries who held similar job roles and were employed by a single 
organization. Responses included information about the questions they ask via social networking tools, and their motivations for asking 
and answering questions online. The results reveal culture as a consistently significant factor in predicting people’s social question and 
answer behavior. The prominent cultural differences we observe might be traced to people’s inherent cultural characteristics (e.g., their 
cognitive patterns and social orientation), and should be comprehensively considered in designing social search systems.

ASKing

ANSWERing

Q&A Preference
Motivations of Asking

The question is not urgent

It is fun to ask network

Aware of my interest

Stay socially connected

I asked some people but did not get useful result

It is faster

It is easier

I didn't know how to search

Search engine won’t work

I tried web search but did not get answer

Need subjective opinion

Quality is high

Personalized answer

From targeted people

I trust people/answers from my network
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How often do you ask?
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Percentage of participants with SNS status 
message Q&A experience, by country.

Question posting frequency via SNS status message, 
by participant’s country.

Features of Questions

Distribution of sampled question type, by country.
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Topics of questions:

Travel

Technology

Shopping

Science

Restaurants

Relationship

Home/Family

Health/Beauty

Finance

Ethics

Entertainment

Current events

Career

Art/Literature

Perceived Importance of questions.
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How often do you answer?

Question posting frequency via SNS status message, 
by participant’s country.

(De)Motivations of Answering
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Answering demotivations:

Don’t know the answer

I am afraid to be wrong in public

Have privacy concern

Questions posted publicly do not 
seem serious to me

I don’t have time

Not interesting

Don’t know the asker very well

The asker was not very respon-
sive before
Asker is lazy and could have 
found the answer
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Answering motivations:

I want to help friends

I will get help if I help

To be connected

I enjoy being helpful

Answering is fun

I am an expert

I have time

I am interested

We have good relationship

The asker helped me

I am expected to help 
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Email 
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F2F 

Multiple times a day 

At least once a day 

As least once a week 

At least once a month 

Very rarely 

Never 
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IM Status 
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Q&A sites to ask 

Asian users tend to adopt emerging SNS tools to ask their social network, 
while people from the United States and the United Kingdom tend to stick to 
more traditional communication tools such as face-to-face, phone calls, and 
email.

265     251     165     252

Cultural di�erence is signi�ant


